TEAM NETWORK ANALYSIS
Filling out 6 questions takes only 5 mins
but the knowledge it provides is essential
Unique, digital organization diagnostic tool for future oriented leaders
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Complex, user-friendly, interactive dashboards
Data driven, science based organization decisions over divinations

What is the Team Network analysis
and what do we use it for?
Network analysis is a digital organization diagnostic tool which sees processes
beyond formal hierarchical operations within the organization. These processes are
quite difficult to measure therefore they usually stay undiscovered.

NETWORK ANALYSIS
is an organization diagnostic tool for
leaders of the future who can use it
widely for:
decreasing turnover

facilitating onboarding processes

mapping team
operations

minimizing information loss

mapping informal
networks

increasing innovation and
knowledge sharing

How does it
work?
•

The colleagues respond to
6 short questions with each
others’ names.

•

Results show up on interactive,
user-friendly dashboards in 6
modules. Explanatory texts are
helping users.

•

Due to access management
reports are available for
the whole organization and
separately for teams and
individuals. It contains personal
development plans.

•

The questions and reports are all
available in English, Hungarian
and German.

identifying key players in your team: opinion leaders,
motivators and most engaged members
supporting real-time
decisions

Why is the Team Network analysis unique?
intuitive dashboards

simple scoreboard for senior managers

textual feedback for individuals

strategic and business benefits

application without the help of an expert

illustrative visualizations

user-friendly solution

reports in English, Hungarian and German

fact-finding feedback for HR and team leaders

In what cases do we
recommend using it?
If...

… minimum 6, maximum 70 people participate in
… In the case of small and medium enterprises and teams
… you need a lot of or different kinds of information of your
business

… In the case of system- or organisation-level problems
… you want to identify key players in your team
… you want to understand the real dynamics and network of
your team

… a quick and detailed feedback on an individual and team
level is important to you

… you would like to be able to make science based, datadriven organization decisions

The analysis provides dashboards in 6 modules:

Process management
01

this module helps you to
increase the work process
efficiency by mapping out
the cooperation paths in the
organization. It is essential
for effective work to build
relationships between different
working groups. It also
evaluates effectiveness risk,
burnout risk and cross-unit and
community coordinators.

Information flow
02

Knowledge
management

Influencers
04

This module shows those
circles and communities who
share their opinion the most.
It reveals also those who are
not part of these circles at all.
With the help of this module
you can find out who are the
influencers of your team and
if their opinion aligns with the
leader’s.

Work-related communication
is essential for effective
teamwork. By examining
information paths, we can
also discover untapped points
and key players. This module
also shows which working
units lack information - which
may indicate the existence
of a hidden conflict or an
inaccurately defined process.

05

One of the most valuable
assets of a team is knowledge.
That’s why it’s unfortunate if
it’s focused in one hand. This
module shows who are the
experts in the team and who
have mentoring potential.

Engagement
03

This module shows who the
colleagues think is the most
engaged in their job. It will be
clear if the key members of
the organization are the most
engaged and the connections
between most engaged
colleagues and the other
members of the team.These
connections are very important
because they can mean
protection against dropout
even in the most critical times.

Motivational culture
06

Appreciating and admitting
each others’ performance has
a very good and motivational
effect on the whole team.
This module shows who are
the real motivators who often
appreciate their coworkers. It
also shows who are those who
feel under appreciated or need
more feedback . If the leader
builds out the motivational
and feedback culture well, it
will benefit the satisfaction of
the colleagues and also has a
great effect on everyday work.
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